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imposes a potential hazard to the host cell, because self-
DNA sites that closely resemble the correct recognition
sequence (e.g., 5/6 base pair match) are unprotected
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and Linda Jen-Jacobson1,* by the companion methyltransferase, and double-strand
cleavage is a potentially lethal event.1Department of Biological Sciences
University of Pittsburgh To meet these functional requirements, many restric-
tion endonucleases are homodimers that make largelyPittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260
2 Department of Bioorganic Chemistry symmetrical interactions with palindromic DNA recogni-
tion sites, and contain two distinct catalytic sites, eachCentre of Molecular and Macromolecular Studies
Polish Academy of Sciences responsible for catalyzing cleavage in one DNA strand.
The two catalytic sites are separated in space by aSienkiewicza 112
90-363 Lodz considerable distance, e.g., 20 A˚ between the stag-
gered cuts by EcoRI endonuclease (PDB entry 1CKQ)Poland
and 18 A˚ between the opposing cuts by EcoRV (PDB
entry 1RVA). The structures of many endonuclease-DNA
complexes show that the two subunits interdigitate inSummary
forming both the recognition interface and the essential
residues of the two catalytic sites (Newman et al., 1995;Proteins that bind to specific sites on DNA often do
Rosenberg, 1991).so in order to carry out catalysis or specific protein-
EcoRI endonuclease, like other restriction endonucle-protein interaction while bound to the recognition site.
ases, has a structurally and functionally elaborate pro-Functional specificity is enhanced if this second func-
tein-DNA interface that includes complex networks oftion is coupled to correct DNA site recognition. To
interactions between the protein and both DNA basesanalyze the structural and energetic basis of coupling
and the sugar-phosphate backbone. The bound specificbetween recognition and catalysis in EcoRI endonu-
DNA is markedly distorted by a central “kink” (Kim etclease, we have studied stereospecific phosphoro-
al., 1994) which alters the spatial relationships not onlythioate (PS) or methylphosphonate (PMe) substitutions
among functional groups on the DNA bases but alsoat the scissile phosphate GpAATTC or at the adjacent
among bases and DNA phosphates, such that groupsphosphate GApATTC in combination with molecular-
are brought into novel positions to make appropriatedynamics simulations of the catalytic center with
recognition contacts with their partners on the protein.bound Mg2. The results show the roles in catalysis of
The recognition complex in the absence of divalent met-individual phosphoryl oxygens and of DNA distortion
als has been termed a “pre-transition-state” complexand suggest that a “crosstalk ring” in the complex
(Jen-Jacobson, 1997), because many structural pertur-couples recognition to catalysis and couples the two
bations that alter the binding free energyGbind leave thecatalytic sites to each other.
first-order rate constants for the bond-breaking steps
unaffected, as expected if ground-state binding energy
Introduction is efficiently utilized on the path to the transition state.
These observations imply that any major changes in
The interaction of proteins with specific nucleic acid protein and DNA conformations which may be required
sequences underlies many essential biological pro- to reach the transition state have already occurred in
cesses, including gene expression and its regulation, the “pre-transition-state” complex and do not require
genetic recombination, and transposition. The issue of divalent metals.
most fundamental interest is how a protein achieves a In consequence of this highly cooperative network of
high degree of selectivity among DNA sites of very simi- interactions, binding to DNA sites with one incorrect
lar general structure and chemical properties. Insights base-pair (EcoRI* sites) entails a substantial penalty in
into this question are best sought in the conjunction binding free energy (Lesser et al., 1990; Thielking et al.,
of structural and energetic aspects of the protein-DNA 1990), which is nevertheless insufficient to provide the
interaction. required degree of discrimination. Additional discrimina-
Restriction endonucleases are advantageous models tion occurs because recognition is “coupled” to cataly-
for such studies because they have among the highest sis; that is, recognition of any of the nine possible EcoRI*
site-specificities of any DNA-interacting proteins (Jen- sites alters both the binding free energy and the rates
Jacobson, 1997, 2000; Pingoud and Jeltsch, 2001). To of the catalytic steps themselves (Lesser et al., 1990).
carry out their biological function of inactivating foreign Catalysis is slowed not only in the DNA half-site that
DNA molecules, restriction endonucleases must cleave contains an incorrect base pair but also, unexpectedly,
both strands of the target DNA, since single-strand nicks in the distally located half-site that contains an unmodi-
are rapidly repaired by DNA ligase in vivo (Heitman et fied GAA. These observations are crucial to a quantita-
al., 1989). The presence of a restriction endonuclease tive understanding of overall discrimination against dou-
ble-strand cleavage at EcoRI* sites, but their structural
basis has not been well understood. Lesser et al. (1990,*Correspondence: ljen@pitt.edu
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1993) emphasized the likelihood that the energetic cost talk ring” (Arg145 and Glu144 from both subunits) that
mechanically couples recognition to catalysis and cou-of distorting the DNA would be greater for incorrect
than for correct complexes, and conjectured that the ples the two catalytic sites to each other. (2) PMe substitu-
tions at the adjacent phosphate GApA interfere withincorrect complex might not be able to attain the
“global” structure (including the detailed DNA distortion DNA distortion and abolish metal-ion binding, implying
that active-site assembly depends on DNA distortion.parameters) of the canonical complex. They provided
evidence that the complexes at EcoRI* sites make asym- (3) Catalysis is assisted by a negative charge on the
GApA phosphate, precisely placed (only when the DNAmetric structural adaptations to minimize binding free
energy, and that these structural changes alter the pre- is correctly distorted) to position a water molecule that
is proposed to precisely orient the attacking nucleophilecise arrangements of the catalytic sites. However, it has
never been clear whether or how the interdigitation of to the scissile phosphate.
the protein subunits provides direct communication be-
tween the two catalytic centers.
Results and DiscussionHere we address three related questions: (1) How are
recognition and catalysis structurally coupled? (2) Does
Molecular Dynamics Simulationsthe characteristic DNA distortion have a role in facilitat-
of the Catalytic Siteing catalysis? (3) How does communication occur be-
Phosphate analogs introduce unusually subtle struc-tween the two catalytic sites?
tural perturbations in protein-DNA complexes. ForAs probes, we use stereospecific phosphorothioate
EcoRI endonuclease, equilibrium binding experiments(PS) and methylphosphonate (PMe) modifications at single
are conducted in the absence of divalent metals andDNA phosphates. These derivatives have gained in-
can thus be interpreted in the context of the crystalcreasing use as probes of protein-nucleic acid interac-
structure of the metal-free endonuclease-DNA complextions because they may have stereospecific effects at
(Jen-Jacobson, 1995). For interpretation of cleavage-phosphate positions that need not be directly involved
rate experiments, we would like a structure including thein reaction chemistry (Stec and Wilk, 1994; Stec et al.,
required Mg2 ion, since the presence of these charges1984) and have the potential of giving structure-function
would be expected to cause significant (but perhapsinformation at atomic resolution (Dertinger and Uhlen-
small) structural changes in the catalytic site. However,beck, 2001; Gao et al., 2004; Kurpiewski et al., 1996;
infusion of divalent metal into the endonuclease-DNALesser et al., 1992; Smith and McLaughlin, 1997;
complex leads to cleavage (PDB entry 1QPS), so onlyThorogood et al., 1996; Tian et al., 2004) when combined
the product complex can be studied by crystallography.with carefully chosen and precisely measured functional
To avoid being misled by the enzyme-substrate ormetrics (Jen-Jacobson, 1995; Lesser et al., 1990). The
enzyme-product complexes, we computationally addedpredominant form of a phosphorothioate is O P-S,
Mg2 to the 1.9 A˚ resolution structure of the metal-freein which the P-S bond is about 0.5 A˚ longer than the
endonuclease-DNA complex (further refinement [Grigor-corresponding intermediate-order P-O bond in prochiral
escu, 2003] of PDB entry 1CKQ) and performed molecu-phosphate (Frey and Sammons, 1985). Thus, PS substi-
lar-dynamics simulations. At the endpoint of simulationtutions not only introduce a subtle spatial displacement
(3 independent 1 ns runs), the stabilized trajectoriesof a nonbridging atom, but also alter charge distribution.
reveal a number of features that differ in interesting waysMethyl substitution of one of the anionic phosphoryl
from the metal-free endonuclease-DNA complex. Theoxygens renders the backbone at the dinucleoside
Mg2 ion is coordinated (Figure 1A) by six ligands: onemethylphosphonate linkage electronically neutral, while
carboxylate oxygen of Glu111; two carboxylate oxygensgenerating a chiral center (Hamelberg et al., 2002; Hau-
of Asp91 (markedly rotated from its position in the metal-sheer et al., 1990; Noble et al., 1984). Although bond
free complex, compare Figures 1C and 1D); the main-lengths and angles are subtly altered in PMe as compared
chain carbonyl of Ala112; the O1P oxygen of the scissilewith those in prochiral phosphate (Chacko et al., 1983;
phosphate GpAA (to polarize the phosphate and facili-Han et al., 1990), the PMe internucleotide linkage has very
tate nucleophilic attack at P); and a water moleculelittle effect on the conformational parameters (torsion
(WA) that will form the attacking nucleophile. There areangles and sugar pucker) of the (undistorted) DNA back-
analogous acidic side chains in other type II restrictionbone (Kan et al., 1980; Kulinska et al., 1997).
endonucleases (e.g., Asp74 and Asp90 in EcoRV [HortonUsing chiral PS and PMe at the scissile phosphate
et al., 1998]; Asp94 and Glu111 in BamHI [Viadiu andGpAATTC or the adjacent phosphate GApATTC of the
Aggarwal, 1998]). The scissile phosphate is further po-EcoRI recognition site, we have measured the conse-
larized by coordination of O2P to the positively chargedquences for equilibrium protein-DNA binding, catalytic
side chains of Lys113 and Arg145, the latter of whichrates, and the binding of divalent metal ions at the active
has a central role in coupling recognition to catalysiscenters. In addition, we have used molecular dynamics
(see below). These positive side chains may also stabi-simulations to investigate the positions of critical side
lize the phosphorane intermediate in the transition state.chains and of water molecules in the catalytic site when
Notably, the Lys113 side chain is disordered in the freeMg2 is bound. This has allowed us to interpret catalytic
enzyme (Grigorescu, 2003) and in the metal-free com-effects at a level of detail that was hitherto impossible.
plex forms an H-bond with Glu111-OE1 (Figure 1C) but inAmong the significant new insights are as follows: (1)
the Mg2 simulation (Figure 1D) has rotated and movedcommunication between recognition and catalysis in the
(from an initial distance of 3.9 A˚ to 2.8 A˚ in the Mg2two half-sites is more direct than has been previously
realized, and is mediated by a hydrogen-bonded “cross- simulation) closer to the scissile phosphate GpAA to
Coupling of DNA Recognition to Catalysis
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Figure 1. Catalytic Centers of the EcoRI-DNA Complex and the Simulated EcoRI-DNA-Mg2 Complex
(A) Coordination of Mg2 by six ligands. Image taken from snapshot after 1 ns of MD simulation. Within 4 ps after the start of the simulation
(see Experimental Procedures), coordination distances achieved constant values, fluctuating within 0.1 A˚ for O1P-GpAA, D91-OD1/OD2 and
E111-OE2, and 0.2 A˚ for A112-carbonyl oxygen. The properties of water A during simulation are discussed in the text.
(B) Catalytic and recognition elements in the crystal structure of the metal free EcoRI-DNA complex. The coordinates are from a refined
version (Grigorescu, 2003) of PDB entry 1CKQ. The letters following side chain numbers denote protein subunits A and B. Only one DNA
strand (magenta) is shown for part of the recognition site. Note that R145A-NH2 simultaneously hydrogen bonds to O2P-GpAA and ade3-N7
(GAA); the ade-N7 also receives a hydrogen bond from R145A-NE. The crystallographic waters (numbers from PDB coordinate set 1CKQ)
are: WA  water 79, hydrogen bonded to water 51 (left) and water 7 (right).
(C and D) Snapshots taken from MD simulations (1 ns) of EcoRI-DNA complexes in the absence (C) and presence (D) of Mg2. The starting
structural model was a further refinement (Grigorescu, 2003) of 1CKQ. All hydrogens are removed from DNA for clarity, but retained on protein
side chains and waters. The yellow arrow in (D) shows the direction of nucleophilic attack on phosphorus. The presence of Mg2 causes WA
(cyan) and WC (orange) to alter their positions and orientations. The properties of WA and WC during simulation are discussed in the text. The
deoxyribose (white) of ade2 shows a significant change in sugar pucker in the Mg2 simulated structure. Note that in the presence of Mg2,
K113 moves away from its H-bonding partner E111 to H bond with the O2P of GpAA. Asp91 also moves in response to the presence of Mg2.
form a hydrogen bond. The carboxylate of Glu111 in with the upstream phosphates at pNpNpGAATTC (Kur-
piewski et al., 1996), His114 interacts with the phosphateturn moves so that OE2 coordinates Mg2 (Figures 1A
and 1D) as well as Lys113 (Figure 1D). The establishment at GApATTC and the polypeptide backbone at Gly116-
NH is anchored by hydrogen bonding to the phosphateof stable coordination distances to Mg2 occurs within
4 ps, and is followed by slower rotations and move- at GAApTTC (Figure 1B).
The generation of the attacking nucleophile has longments of the Glu111 and Lys113 side chains.
Some other endonucleases (Horton et al., 1998) with been a mystery, as no protein element in the active site
is obviously situated to act as general base catalyst. Ifactive-site structures that resemble in many respects
those of EcoRI often have a residue roughly analogous OH recruitment from bulk solvent were rate limiting,
the cleavage rate constant would increase 10-fold forto Lys113, but in a different position in which it is unlikely
to polarize the scissile phosphate. These enzymes also each pH unit, but the observed pH dependence is much
less than this (our unpublished data). The crystal struc-have no positively charged side chain corresponding to
Arg145, but instead use a second divalent metal ion to ture of the metal-free enzyme-DNA complex shows a
crystallographic water molecule (WA) that is a candidatepolarize the scissile phosphate. However MunI endonu-
clease (see below) has a catalytic site configuration that to attack the scissile phosphate as intact H2O or as
precursor to OH. Two more water molecules (Figureis nearly identical to that of EcoRI.
The protein segment 91–113 is thus critical to catalysis. 1B) lie between WA and the O2P of the phosphate at
GApA. However, there are striking changes in the posi-To position this segment precisely, residues 85–89 interact
Structure
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tions of water molecules in the catalytic site of the simu- of Mg2 caused minor but highly significant positional
changes in the catalytic site (Figures 1C and 1D), therelated Mg2 complex. Most significantly, WA has rotated
(compare Figure 1C to Figure 1D) such that one un- was very little change in the overall structure of the
protein or of the distorted DNA (see Figure 4 for compari-shared electron pair is coordinated to Mg2 while the
other unshared pair is directed toward the scissile phos- son of free and bound DNA). Relative to the starting
coordinates (refined 1CKQ [Grigorescu, 2003] with hy-phate GpAA, and now lies in near-perfect orientation
and distance (3.69 A˚) for nucleophilic attack. A hydrogen drogens added and minimized), the average rmsd for
protein backbone atoms was 1.2 A˚ and for all atoms inof WA interacts with a second water (WC, Figure 1D),
which is in turn hydrogen bonded to O2P of the adjacent the complex (excluding H2O) it was 2 A˚. This supports
predictions (Jen-Jacobson, 1997) that Mg2 bindingphosphate GApA. One possibility is that Mg2-bound
H2O itself acts as the nucleophile. Alternatively, WA may would induce only small, local changes. In subsequent
sections, we use the structure of the metal-free endonu-dissociate to form OH, since generation of OH is fa-
vored by the coordination to Mg2, the metal acting as clease-DNA complex to interpret effects on binding in
the absence of metal, and use the simulated Mg2 struc-a Lewis acid to lower the pKa of water (Fuxreiter and
Osman, 2001). These alternatives differ only in the time ture to interpret effects on cleavage rates.
when WA relinquishes a proton either to the adjacent
water WC as implied by computational studies of the Specification of Molecular Chirality
BamHI endonuclease catalysis (Fuxreiter and Osman, According to the convention for assignment of absolute
2001), or to bulk solvent (e.g., via exchangeable water configuration (Cahn, 1964), the RP-PS diastereomer hasX, Figure 1D). In either case, WC likely has an important the same sense of chirality as that of SP-PMe (Figure 2).role in positioning WA such that an unshared electron In every case, substitution of O1P (as defined by the
pair is optimally oriented toward the scissile phosphate. crystal structure coordinates 1CKQ and IUPAC-IUB
WC, in turn, is held in position by its interaction with the convention) with sulfur yields SP-PS and substitution ofnegative charge on the phosphoryl oxygen O2P-GApA. O2P with sulfur yields RP-PS. Conversely, replacementIt is especially noteworthy that in the Mg2 simulation of O1P with a methyl group yields RP-PMe and replace-the sugar pucker of the deoxyribose has changed signifi- ment of O2P yields SP-PMe.cantly to alter the position of the phosphate GApA (Fig-
ures 1C and 1D), which was already unusual because
The Scissile Phosphate GpAATTC and Metalof the DNA distortion in the complex (see below, Fig-
Ion Bindingure 4).
Previous work (Connolly et al., 1984) probing the stereo-Because we postulate no proton transfer to phospho-
selectivity of EcoRI toward RP-PS and SP-PS substitutionsryl oxygen, this proposed role for O2P-GApA differs
showed that the extent of digestion of a phosphorylatedmarkedly from a “substrate-assisted catalysis” mecha-
8-bp oligomer RP,RP-GGPSAATTCC (modified in bothnism (Jeltsch et al., 1993) in which the phosphoryl oxy-
DNA strands) resulted in 75% cleavage relative to un-gen O2P was proposed to serve as general base cata-
modified substrate, whereas the SP,SP-GGPSAATTCC di-lyst. Not only did the subsequent higher-resolution
astereomer was not cleaved. Since only semiquantita-structure (1CKQ) show that this phosphate is too far
tive data were reported for cleavage under multiplefrom WA to abstract a proton directly, but the pKa of a
turnover conditions, structure-function correlationsphosphoryl oxygen is almost certainly too low (pKa  2)
could not be made.for it to act as general base catalyst.
We have measured equilibrium association constantsDuring the MD simulation, WA reached a stable posi-
KA and first-order strand-cleavage rate constants fortion (except for slight librational motions) in4 ps, while
both single-strand and double-strand substituted deriv-WC exchanged readily with bulk solvent and then main-
atives, using 22 bp oligonucleotides with an off-centertained a stable position without further exchange after
recognition site to measure the first-order cleavage rate100 ps. By contrast, out to 1 ns, other waters in the
constants for the modified half-site (k2) and the unmodi-vicinity continued to move significantly and exchange
fied half-site (k1). Our data (Table 1) show small, additivewith solvent. To further test the robustness of the final
effects on binding for PS substitutions (either RP or SP)water structure, we stripped out all crystallographic wa-
at the scissile phosphate GpAA. Since there was noters as well as other waters associated with the protein-
inhibition of cleavage (k1) in the unmodified half site, weDNA interface (see Experimental Procedures) and al-
infer that these PS substitutions do not produce coupledlowed the system to re-equilibrate computationally with
changes in the distal half-site and do not cause adapta-a box of surrounding solvent. These simulations showed
tions (Jen-Jacobson, 1995) in the complex. We can thusthat water molecules entered from bulk solvent and as-
interpret effects on a strictly local basis.sumed stable positions essentially identical to those of
The SP-PS diastereomer (sulfur substitution of O1P ofWA and WC; another water (WX) hydrogen bonded to WA
GpAA) completely inhibits cleavage in the modified half(but not to the phosphate GApA) continued to exchange
site, but has no effect on cleavage in the unmodifiedwith solvent with a mean residence time of 20 ps. There
half site. When both DNA strands are modified withare also several water molecules that might donate a
SP-PS (Table 1), no cleavage is detected, consistent withproton to the leaving group, but we decline to speculate
previous studies. To determine if the complete resis-on the identity of such a water from a simulation that
tance to cleavage was the result of a failure to bindhas not yet shown signs of forming the phosphorane
Mg2, we tested the effect of Ca2 or Mg2 on binding.intermediate of the transition state.
It is also an important result that while the addition For the unmodified complex, Ca2 binding (Ki  29 M)
Coupling of DNA Recognition to Catalysis
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Figure 2. Stereochemistry of Phosphorothioate, PS, and Methylphosphonate, PMe Derivatives
The designations of O1P and O2P in prochiral phosphate follow IUPAC convention. Note that the SP-PS diastereomer has the same sense of
chirality as that of RP-PMe.
in the active site competes with that of Mg2 (KD  3 Recognition and Catalysis Are Coupled
in Each Half-SitemM [Jen-Jacobson et al., 1996]) to inhibit cleavage of
The role in binding and cleavage of the other phosphorylthe unmodified DNA (P. Sapienza & L.J.-J., unpublished
oxygen (O2P) at the GpAATTC phosphate was alsodata). In EcoRI, as in BamHI (Engler et al., 2001), the
probed with RP-PS and SP-PMe substitutions. In the crystalapposition of negative side chains (Asp91 and Glu111)
structure of the metal-free complex (Figure 1B), the gua-to the scissile phosphate at GpAA produces (in the ab-
nidino-NH2 of Arg145 is within hydrogen-bonding dis-sence of divalent metal) electrostatic repulsion that con-
tance (2.8 A˚) of O2P and the 	-amino group of Lys113tributes an unfavorable binding free energy; conse-
is 3.9 A˚ away. Since substitution with the negativelyquently, binding of Ca2 at the active site normally
charged sulfur does not remove Coulombic interactionsstimulates binding about 400-fold (Table 1). By contrast,
and the hydrogen-bonding geometry to Arg145 wouldwe found no Ca2 stimulation of binding to the SP,SP-
be only slightly suboptimal, only a modest binding pen-di-PS site, and about half the normal stimulation with
alty (Gbind 1.2 kcal/mol) is incurred for Rp-PS sub-the single-strand-substituted SP-PS site. Furthermore,
stitution in one half-site. This is strictly a local effectMg2 did not stimulate binding to the SP,SP-di-PS site.
since the cleavage rate in the unmodified half-site (k1)(This experiment cannot be performed with unmodified
remains normal. RP-PS substitution in both half-sites pro-DNA because cleavage occurs.) Thus, these binding
duces an additive binding penalty (Gbind 2.1 kcal/data suggest that the SP-PS at GpAA prevents divalent
mol), further supporting the inference that the perturba-metal binding at the active site. This is a sufficient expla-
tion causes no adaptations (structural rearrangements).nation for the absence of cleavage. The structural basis
The RP-PS inhibits cleavage in the modified half-sitefor the lack of metal ion binding is clear: the P-S bond
(160-fold for one-strand substitution, Table 1). This sub-length in the SP-PS derivative is about 0.5 A˚ longer than
stitution has two effects, both of which likely contributethat of P-O in the prochiral phosphate, leaving no room
to the inhibition of k2. First, the -S in place of O2Pfor bonds of appropriate length to either the bulky Ca2
necessarily alters the interaction with Lys113 and(1 A˚ ionic radius) or even the less bulky Mg2 (0.72 A˚
Arg145 (Figure 1D) because the P-S single bond is aboutradius). Interestingly, we found that the smaller Mn2
0.5 A˚ longer than the corresponding intermediate-order
ion (radius 0.67 A˚) stimulates binding to SP,SP-GPSAATTC P-O bond of prochiral phosphate. Inspection of the sim-
about 2-fold; however, no cleavage was detected (1
ulated Mg2 structure suggests that Lys113 is free to
cut in 96 hr).
accommodate this change by minor movement of the
Two other substitutions also completely inhibit cleav- side chain, but that Arg145 would have more difficulty
age in the modified half-site: RP-PMe replaces O1P by a doing so because its guanidino group is “lashed down”
methyl group, and SP-PMe replaces the partially charged by hydrogen bonds to Glu144 and the N7 of the inner
prochiral O1P with uncharged PO. In both cases, nei- adenine (Figure 1B). There is evidence that a precise
ther Ca2 nor Mg2 stimulates binding (Table 1) to the interaction between Arg145 and the scissile phosphate
double-substituted DNA derivative, indicating that these is required for optimal catalysis. In an exhaustive set
substitutions also prevent metal ion binding. of mutational substitutions for Arg145, only Arg145Lys
Taken together, the data imply that coordination of retained any catalytic activity (Osuna et al., 1991), but
O1P (carrying a significant degree of negative charge) to kcat/Km of this mutant was reduced 130-fold (Alves et
the divalent metal is an obligatory feature of the catalytic al., 1989). Mutation Glu144Asp (which would alter the
mechanism, as strongly implied by the near-perfect co- positional constraint on Arg145) reduces the cleavage
ordination distance (1.90 A˚) in our MD simulations (Fig- rate constant by about 5-fold (Hager et al., 1980). Since
ures 1A and 1D) and as inferred from a comparison the simultaneous interaction by Arg145 with the O2P
of the prereactive and postreactive Mn2-EcoRI-DNA and the ade-N7 couples these functional groups at the
complexes (PDB entries 1CKQ and 1QPS). These data interface, deletion of ade-N7 (by 7-deaza-adenine sub-
also highlight the utility of chiral phosphate analogs as stitution) would result in less precise immobilization,
high-resolution probes of the precise geometric require- so it is not surprising that this reduced the observed
cleavage rate 8-fold (Jen-Jacobson, 1997). Thus, thements for coordination of the required divalent metal.
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inhibition of catalysis by RP-PS likely has an important of the same sequence (Shui et al., 1998). This enables
the “crosstalk ring” to read an essential feature of thecontribution from direct perturbation of the precise sta-
bilizing interaction between O2P and Arg145. Second, DNA distortion in the specific complex. Each Glu144
side chain is also linked by hydrogen bonds (via Lys148there is likely a suboptimal interaction during catalysis
between O1P (partially charged in prochiral phosphate) side chain) to the “clamp” phosphate (Lesser et al., 1990)
at pGAATTC. Since the relative position of these twoand Mg2, because the RP-PS substitution reduces the
negative charge on O1P. Although the predominant res- phosphates is altered by the DNA unwinding in the spe-
cific complex (Kurpiewski et al., 1996), this providesonance form of a phosphorothioate diester is OP-S
(Frey and Sammons, 1985), there is some residual nega- another link between the crosstalk ring and DNA distor-
tion. Furthermore, the Arg145 side chains are disorderedtive charge on the oxygen due to the minor form
O-PS, which may be additionally favored by interac- in the DNA-free endonuclease (Grigorescu, 2003) and
the DNA distortion alters the spacing between half-sites,tion with Mg2. In contrast to the SP-PMe where the PO
is essentially neutral and where the cleavage rate in so the assembly of the ring and consequent crosstalk
between half-sites depend crucially on the correct DNAthe modified half-site is zero, RP-PS evidently permits
sufficient interaction with Mg2 to support catalysis, al- distortion. There is a precisely analogous “crosstalk
ring” of adjacent Arg and Glu residues (also previouslybeit more slowly. The 90-fold Ca2 stimulation of binding
to RP,RP-GPSAATTC (Table 1) confirms that divalent metal unremarked) in the structure of MunI endonuclease (Fig-
ure 3B), which has conserved catalytic and recognitionbinds to this modified site.
residues but little overall sequence homology to EcoRI
(Siksnys et al., 1994), and which distorts its CAATTG
A “Crosstalk Ring” Communicates between recognition site into almost exactly the same kinked
Catalytic Sites conformation found in the EcoRI-GAATTC complex
As noted above, SP-GPMeAATTC fails to bind metal in the (Deibert et al., 1999). The participation of Glu144 in the
modified half-site and thus does not cleave there. What intersubunit interface (Yanofsky et al., 1987) and its role
is even more remarkable, however, is the 73-fold inhibi- in “buttressing” the position of Arg145 for base recogni-
tion of cleavage (k1) in the unmodified half-site (Table tion (Kim et al., 1994) has been noted previously, but
1). We believe this sheds light on how the architecture the importance for catalysis of precise Arg145 position-
of the protein, in particular the “interdigitation” of the ing has been unappreciated. The significance of the
two subunits, enforces communication between the subunit crossover for catalytic communication between
half-sites. This substitution interposes a methyl group the two half-sites has not been explicitly noted.
between the positively charged side chains of Lys113
and Arg145. By removing the partial negative charge on
the prochiral O2P, this perturbs the electrostatic balance DNA Kinking Facilitates Catalysis
In formation of the EcoRI endonuclease-DNA complex,of the alternating charges Lys113-O2P-Arg145. The re-
sulting electrostatic repulsion is likely to cause displace- the central DNA “kink” makes the C1 to C1 twist angle
between the two adenines (GAATTC) near zero, so thesement of the Arg145 side chain.
How is this effect transmitted over a relatively large two bases stack almost perfectly as viewed down the
helix axis. This is important for recognition because itdistance (20 A˚) to affect cleavage in the other half site?
We postulate that transmission is principally mediated brings both adenines into position to be bridged by a
single side chain (Asn141). One significant effect of thisby the “crosstalk ring” (Figure 3A), a hitherto unremarked
structural feature in which Arg145 in each subunit is distortion is that the phosphate at GApA is brought into a
completely different spatial relationship with the scissilehydrogen-bonded through its guanidino group to
Glu144 of the other subunit. Two sides of the ring are bond GpAA from that in the free DNA (Figure 4). The
impact of this novel relationship on catalysis will beformed by the peptide backbones 144A-145A and 144B-
145B, and the other two sides by the hydrogen bonded considered below.
We probed the role of this backbone distortion byside chains Arg145A-Glu144B and Arg145B-Glu144A.
The potential plane of displacement of this ring is con- replacing the prochiral phosphate at GApA with chiral
PMe. For single-strand RP-PMe or SP-PMe substitutions,strained by the packing of the Arg145 methylene side
chains between the main chain carbonyls of Ala142 binding free energy is little affected (Table 2), but this
apparent lack of effect belies profound changes in the(subunits A and B) and Asn141 (A and B). Both Asn141
and Ala142 are themselves involved in base recognition structure of the protein-DNA complexes, as indicated
by two lines of evidence.(see below).
The “crosstalk ring” not only provides a mechanical First, SP-PMe or RP-PMe substitutions at GApA in both
strands produce nonadditive energetic effects (Tablecoupling between the two reaction centers, but also
couples recognition to catalysis in each half-site through 2). For example, Gbind  0 for the single RP-GAPMeA,
whereas when substitution is made in both strands,the dual role of each Arg145 in recognizing the N7 of an
inner adenine, and thus also couples base recognition Gbind  3.1 kcal/mol (Table 2). We infer that the
penalty for single substitutions is small only becauseelements in the two half-sites to each other. It is appar-
ent in Figure 4 that the inner A:T base-pairs have the structural adaptation(s) at the interface minimizes bind-
ing free energy. Because these (likely asymmetric) adap-most significant departures from B-DNA conformation
in consequence of the characteristic EcoRI “kink”; spe- tations cannot be made in the sites with two symmetrical
PMe substitutions, the favorable energetic factors associ-cifically, the roll angle between base-pairs 2 and 3 is
–54 (Kim et al., 1994) compared with –4 in free B-DNA ated with the adaptations contribute less to the ob-
Structure
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Figure 3. Communication between Catalytic Sites by a “Crosstalk Ring”
(A) Crosstalk ring in the EcoRI endonuclease complex with TCGCGAATTCGCTC (1CKQ, further refined [Grigorescu, 2003]). The crosstalk ring
is formed by glutamate (red) and arginine (blue) side chains from each of the subunits A and B of the homodimer. Only the first 3 bases of
each strand of the recognition site are shown.
(B) Near-identical structure of the crosstalk ring in the complex of MunI endonuclease (D83A mutant) with GCCAATTGGC (PDB Entry 1D02;
[Deibert et al., 1999]). Note the exceptional similarity of the DNA distortions and that arginine in both structures not only H-bonds to glutamate
but also to the phosphoryl oxygen of the scissile phosphate and the N7 of the inner A (GAATTC for EcoRI, CAATTC for MunI).
served Gbind with the result that Gbind (double)  tations may be inferred from effects on the catalytic rate
constant (k1) for the distally located, unmodified half-2  Gbind (single).
site. Note (Table 2) that k1 is inhibited 12-fold (SP-PMe)Second, the existence of large-scale structural adap-
to 80-fold (RP-PMe) by the single-strand substitutions.
The implication that PMe substitutions cause major
structural changes throughout the protein-DNA com-
plex is surprising, inasmuch as PMe are often considered
approximately “isosteric” substitutions (Dertinger and
Uhlenbeck, 2001). However, small-molecule crystallog-
raphy (Chacko et al., 1983; Han et al., 1990) shows that
the bond lengths and angles in PMe differ slightly from
those in prochiral phosphate. This has relatively little
consequence in free DNA (Hausheer et al., 1990) but
has a major effect when the DNA backbone must be
distorted as is required in the EcoRI complex. Figure 5
shows that the distortion would generate steric conflict:
The methyl group of the RP-PMe (substitution for O1P)
would clash with the C-5 atom; the methyl group of the
SP-PMe (substitution for O2P) would have a somewhat
milder clash with the C-3 atom. We postulate that the
energetic penalty for these steric conflicts is sufficiently
large to prevent the normal DNA distortion from oc-
curring in a half-site containing PMe substitution at GApA.
This penalty is not apparent in Gbind for the single-
strand derivatives because adaptations (whose exact
nature remains unknown) minimize the net effect on
binding free energy. However, these adaptive changes
Figure 4. Comparison of DNA Base and Backbone Positions in are ill suited to the more precise requirements of the
EcoRI-Bound and Free DNA transition state.
The positions of the GA bases of free (cyan) and bound (magenta) Strikingly, PMe substitution at GApA disrupts the as-DNA containing the GAATTC site were matched using Midas Plus
sembly of the metal-ion binding site at the adjacentsoftware. X-ray structural models of the 1.9 A˚ resolution complex
GpAA. We found (Table 2) that the oligonucleotides car-(PDB entry 1CKQ, further refined [Grigorescu, 2003]) contain
rying either SP-PMe or RP-PMe in only one DNA strand wereTCGCGAATTCGCG and the free DNA (1.4 A˚, PDB entry 355D; [Shui
et al., 1998]) is CGCGAATTCGCG. completely resistant to cleavage in the modified half-
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in the complex, thus altering the position of the “cross-
talk ring” and consequently affecting the catalytic rate
in the distal unmodified half-site. This likely mediates
the 12- to 85-fold inhibition of k1 by the PMe substitutions
at GApA (Table 2). There is even a quantitative correla-
tion, in that the SP-PMe, which has a milder steric clash,
inhibits k1 by 12-fold, whereas the more severe steric
clash in the RP-PMe derivative is associated with 85-fold
inhibition of k1.
Our data also show for the first time that DNA distor-
tion is essential for assembly of the catalytic centers,
an idea originally proposed (Winkler, 1992) for EcoRV
endonuclease. If the appropriate DNA distortion does
not occur (as in the PMe derivatives), then the active-
site cluster of negative charges (Asp91, Glu111, and the
scissile phosphate GpAA) is not brought into the correct
configuration to form the divalent metal binding site.
The simplest structural interpretation of this is as fol-
lows: EcoRI endonuclease shows no major changes in
quaternary structure in going from the free apoenzymeFigure 5. Structural Simulation of the Potential Steric Clash that
Would Occur if the Rp-GAMeATTC Derivative Were Normally Dis- to the specific DNA complex (Grigorescu, 2003), so the
torted When Bound to EcoRI Endonuclease two Asp91-Glu111 pairs maintain an approximately
The O1P of GApA was replaced by a methyl group (white) in the fixed spatial relationship to each other. The spatial rela-
complex using the refinement of 1CKQ coordinates. Bond lengths tionship is such that both pairs cannot coalesce simulta-
and angles for the methylphosphonate were from Hamelberg et al., neously with the GpAA phosphates of undistorted DNA
2002.
to form two metal-containing catalytic centers; the DNA
“kinking” and unwinding is required to make this possi-
site; modification in both strands abolished cleavage in ble. This is thus another face of “cooperativity” in form-
both half-sites. To show that this inhibition results from ing the complete protein-DNA interface. The fact that
a failure to bind Mg2 in the active site, we assessed cleavage cannot occur at DNA sites that differ by two
the effect of Ca2 on protein-DNA binding. In contrast or more base-pairs from GAATTC (Lesser et al., 1990)
to the Ca2 stimulation of binding to unmodified DNA, presumably reflects the fact that such sites cannot sup-
neither Ca2 nor Mg2 nor Mn2 stimulates binding at port assembly of the catalytic centers because they
all (Table 2) for the double-strand derivatives (RP,RP-di- cannot be correctly distorted at an affordable cost in
PMe or SP,SP-di-PMe), implying that the perturbed sites free energy.
are incapable of binding divalent metals. This inference Although the PMe derivatives illuminate the require-
is supported by data on the single-strand PMe derivatives ment for DNA distortion in active-site assembly, the new
(Table 2), which show greatly reduced Ca2 stimulation finding that they abolish metal binding introduces a new
(12- to 17-fold), consistent with an interpretation in consideration into the interpretation of the inhibition of
which Ca2 binding is abolished in the modified half- catalysis in the modified half-site. Because an effect on
sites and impaired but not abolished in the distally lo- metal binding was never suspected, it was assumed
cated, unmodified half-sites. This is completely consis- (Jeltsch et al., 1993) that PMe derivatives inhibited cataly-
tent, half-site by half-site, with the observed effects on sis because they lacked a negative charge on the GApA
Mg2-stimulated cleavage rates (Table 2): Normal Ca2 phosphate, and this was cited as support for “substrate-
stimulation of binding correlates with a normal cleavage assisted catalysis”. This argument is now indefensible.
rate, half-sites with reduced Ca2 binding show reduced
cleavage rates, and half-sites that cannot support Ca2
binding are not cleaved, because they also do not sup- The Phosphate at GApATTC Has a Role
in Catalysisport Mg2 binding. The crucial point is that the metal-ion
binding-sites are not assembled in the RP- or SP-GAPMeA To probe more precisely a possible catalytic role for the
GApA phosphate, we made stereospecific phosphoro-modified complexes. This is an extraordinary observa-
tion, given that this phosphate at GApA does not itself thioate substitutions. These derivatives (Table 2) showed
relatively minor effects on binding free energy for thedirectly chelate metal ion.
It has been pointed out (Rosenberg, 1991) that the single-strand substitutions, approximately additive bind-
ing effects in the double-strand substitutions, and onlycharacteristic DNA kinking is an indispensable feature
of recognition in the EcoRI-DNA interface, because it mild effects on cleavage (k1) in the unmodified half-site.
The effects of Ca2 on binding are not much differentbrings DNA functional groups into the necessary spatial
relationships to receive recognition contacts from the from those observed with the unmodified oligonucleo-
tide (Table 2). These observations strongly suggest thatprotein. The Arg145 side chain normally interacts not
only with the scissile phosphate GpAA, but also with the phosphorothioates, unlike PMe, do not induce signifi-
cant structural changes in the complexes. Thus, we canthe inner adenine, the base with most distorted position
in the kinked DNA. If this distortion is not fully realized, interpret any effects on catalysis in terms of purely local
roles for the individual atoms.the Arg145 side chain will not assume its normal position
Coupling of DNA Recognition to Catalysis
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The RP-PS directs -S toward His114 (Figures 1B and not detected in multiple turnover experiments (Koziol-
kiewicz and Stec, 1992) with SP,SP-GAPSATTC at sub-1C). The fact that binding of this derivative is 7-fold
better (Gbind1.1 kcal/mol; Table 2) than to unmod- saturating concentration.
What is the basis for the inhibition of catalysis by SP-ified oligonucleotide probably reflects an improved elec-
trostatic interaction of the full negative charge with the PS at this position? In the SP-PS derivative, the partially
charged O2P is replaced by the phosphorothioate oxy-positive charge of His114. The distance to His114 is
large enough (3.72 A˚) that the 0.5 A˚ greater bond length gen, which carries a smaller but non-zero partial charge
(Frey and Sammons, 1985). One possibility is that protonfor P-S (compared with prochiral P-O) produces no
steric conflict with His114, but the sulfur atom does transfer from WA to WC (before or after nucleophilic at-
tack at phosphorus) is electrostatically favored (Fux-potentially come into steric conflict with water C (Figure
1D). WC is free to move slightly to accommodate the reiter and Osman, 2001) by the charged O2P of prochiral
phosphate in this position, and less favored by the re-sulfur of the RP-PS (molecular-dynamics simulations
confirm this; L.E.E. and L.J.J. unpublished data), but the duced charge on the phosphorothioate oxygen. The
presence of the His114 ring is likely to induce somefunctional consequence is a 21-fold inhibition of the
cleavage rate (k2) in the modified half-site (Table 2). This polarization of the Sp-PS oxygen (Baraniak and Frey,
1988), so the effect on catalysis is less extreme than ifhighlights the required precision of the WC position. Note
that if the prochiral O2P of GApA were directly responsi- the PS oxygen were completely uncharged.
ble (Jeltsch et al., 1993) for abstracting a proton from
the water (WA) that attacks the scissile phosphate, one Conclusions: Coupling Recognition to Catalysis
might have expected that RP-PS, which brings a full nega- To enhance sequence discrimination beyond what can
tive charge closer to WA, should have enhanced rather be achieved at the level of binding discrimination alone,
than inhibited cleavage. The improved binding and in- EcoRI endonuclease uses four interrelated structural
hibited cleavage rate constant combine to give an ap- strategies. A brief consideration of these strategies
parent second-order rate-constant (KA  kcleave) of 1.5 shows that while they are conceptually distinct and po-
relative to that for the unmodified oligonucleotide; this tentially separable for other enzymes, EcoRI endonucle-
accounts for the approximately-normal cleavage rate of ase implements them by using the same structural fea-
the RP,RP-GAPSATTC site in multiple-turnover experi- tures in multiple interdependent ways.
ments (Koziolkiewicz and Stec, 1992), where DNA is in
large excess to enzyme and the apparent rate is propor- DNA Distortion
tional to KA  kcleave. The characteristic DNA distortion in the EcoRI-GAATTC
It was also reported (Koziolkiewicz and Stec, 1992) complex not only brings DNA functional groups into the
that the SP,SP-GAPSATTC site was not cleaved. This de- unique relative positions required for optimal recogni-
rivative points PO toward water WC and the -S re- tion, but also brings the scissile phosphate (GpAA) and
places O1P, directed away from the active site toward the 3-proximal phosphate (GApA) into a novel spatial
bulk solvent (Figure 1D). It thus appeared that a negative relationship that is precisely suited to allow the latter
charge projecting toward the attacking water (WA) was group to play a role in catalysis. The distortion accom-
required for catalysis, and Jeltsch et al. (1993) took this modates a “crosstalk ring” of fixed dimensions to bridge
to support a “substrate-assisted catalysis” model, for between the two scissile phosphates and at the same
which they reported confirmatory evidence from experi- time to “read” the distortion itself through the interaction
ments in which cleavage rates were reduced 50,000 fold of Arg145 with the inner ade-N7. The fact that an identi-
for substrates in which a phosphoryl oxygen at GApA cal DNA distortion and a precisely analogous “crosstalk
was substituted with a hydrogen (H-phosphonate). We ring” (Figure 3) are used by MunI endonuclease (Deibert
tried repeatedly to synthesize the H-phosphonate oligo- et al., 1999) to enhance its specificity for the CAATTG
nucleotides, but found that these constructs are ex- site hints that this particular “kinked” conformation is
tremely labile under the deprotection conditions used inherently suited to some mechanical or energetic prop-
during chemical synthesis, as previously reported (West- erty of the AATT module.
heimer et al., 1988); complete hydrolysis of the intern-
ucleotide bond occurs even at room temperature. Thus,
Binding-Dependent Assembly of Catalytic Sitesit is not possible to use H-phosphonate oligonucleotides
This is achieved in the most elementary way, since twoto test the “substrate-assisted catalysis” model.
DNA phosphates GpApA can themselves be consideredWe measured both binding and cleavage parameters
part of each catalytic site. The scissile GpAA not onlyfor the SP-PS derivatives at GApA. Because this substitu-
is the target of nucleophilic attack, but also is requiredtion directs PO rather than a negative charge toward
for Mg2 binding, while the 3-proximal GApA holds aHis114, it does not elicit the improvement in binding
crucial water molecule in position during catalysis. Fur-that we observed with the RP-PS derivatives (Table 2).
thermore, the disorder of the Arg145 side chain in theAlthough cleavage in the unmodified half-site is inhibited
unbound enzyme (Grigorescu, 2003) suggests that theslightly (about 4-fold, Table 2), cleavage in the modified
“crosstalk ring” is only assembled consequent to pro-half-site is inhibited about 50-fold in the single-strand-
tein-DNA binding.modified derivative, and to about the same extent in
both half-sites of the SP,SP-di-PS derivative. Our data
Two Uses for One Side Chainthus imply that the second-order rate constant (KA 
Arg145 is the only residue in EcoRI that has a direct rolekcleave) is about 50-fold inhibited relative to unmodified
oligonucleotide; this is presumably why cleavage was both in recognition (by donating an H-bond to the inner
Structure
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Preparation of Diastereomerically Pure Dinucleosideade-N7) and in catalysis (by direct interaction with O2P
(3, 5)-Phosphorothioatesat GpAA). This dual use intrinsically couples recognition
Diastereomers of APSA dinucleotide were synthesized and purifiedto catalysis in each half-site, thus preventing or inhib-
as previously described (Lesser et al., 1992). The GPSA dinucleotideiting catalysis at incorrect DNA sites. As noted above, was synthesized as the O-ethyl ester (Lesser et al., 1992), but to
the Arg145 side chain methylenes are packed between obtain pure diastereomers, it was necessary to deprotect its 3-end
prior to separation on a silica gel column.main chain carbonyls of Asn141 (which recognizes both
Preparation of Dinucleoside (3, 5)-Methylphosphonatesadenines in one half-site via its side chain) and Ala142
Diastereomerically pure dinucleoside (3, 5)-methylphosphonates(which recognizes a thymine-O4 via its main chain am-
were prepared from the corresponding diastereomerically pureide). This likely enhances recognition-catalysis coupling
(5-O-DMT-N-protected nucleoside 3-O-(S-Methyl methylphospho-
beyond what is achieved by the dual-use Arg145 itself. nothioates) [Stec et al., 1997]), 3-deprotected by treatment with
There are a few other examples of dual-use side chains Et3N•3HF/Et3N (10:1), purified by means of silica gel column chroma-
tography, precipitated from hexane, and fully characterized (31P andin restriction endonucleases (Deibert et al., 1999; van
1H NMR-2D COSY, FAB MS). Supplementary material (NMR analy-der Woerd et al., 2001).
ses) is available on request from the authors.
Oligonucleotide Synthesis, Characterization,
and End Labeling
Intersite Coupling In situ phosphitylation of diastereomerically pure dinucleotides, oli-
It is not merely fortuitous that the same Arg145 side gonucleotide synthesis, and deblocking were performed as pre-
viously described (Lesser et al., 1992). All chimeric oligomers werechain that has dual use in each half-site is also a key
purified twice by HPLC (DMT-on, and DMT-off) on ODS Hypersil 5Vcomponent of the “crosstalk ring” that communicates
using a linear 5%–40% CH3CN gradient in 0.1 M triethylammoniumbetween the half-sites. The guanidino group of arginine
carbonate buffer. The stereochemical purity of Rp- and Sp-phos-is well suited to make two hydrogen-bond interactions
phorothioate-substituted oligomers was assessed (Lesser et al.,
with DNA and simultaneously form a stable hydrogen- 1992) to be 99%. The HPLC-purified oligomers were further puri-
bonded structure with another protein side chain to fied by gel electrophoresis (20% polyacrylamide, 100 mM Tris-
borate, 2.5 mM EDTA, 8.3 M urea [pH 8.3]). End labeling and repurifi-transmit precise positional information over a relatively
cation of end-labeled duplexes were performed as describedlong (20 A˚) distance. The interdigitation between pro-
(Lesser et al., 1992).tein subunits is an essential aspect of this strategy. Each
Equilibrium Binding, Dissociation, and Cleavage KineticsDNA strand containing a GAATTC is recognized by a
Equilibrium binding constants were determined by either direct
continuous segment consisting of Met137 (recognizes binding or competition methods on nitrocellulose filters, as de-
cyt), Ala138 (cyt), Gly140 (thy), Asn141 (two H bonds to scribed previously (Engler et al., 1997; Lesser et al., 1992). Dissocia-
tion rate constants for EcoRI-DNA complexes were determined asade2 and one to ade3), Ala142 (thy), and Arg145 (ade3
described (Jen-Jacobson et al., 1986). First-order cleavage rate con-and GpAA). The Glu144 from this segment reaches over
stants were measured in single-turnover experiments and data wereto the corresponding segment of the other subunit to
analyzed as described (Lesser et al., 1990, 1992, ).interact with Arg145 and Lys148, and Lys148 is an-
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
chored to the phosphate “clamp” at pGAA (Kurpiewski of the EcoRI-DNA-Mg2 Complex
et al., 1996). Thus, the “crosstalk ring” serves not only Hydrogen atoms were built onto the protein, DNA, and crystallo-
graphic water molecules using the AMBER 7.0 package (Case etto link the scissile phosphates in the two half-sites, but
al., 2002) with the all atom force field described by Cornell et al.also to provide positional communication between
(1995) and modified by Cheatham et al. (1999). The positions of thethese extensive contiguous recognition elements.
added hydrogens were refined by a 1000 cycle energy minimization
in vacuum (Ewald cutoff of 10 A˚ and a 0.0001 convergence tolerance)
and the system was hydrated by TIP3P water molecules (Jorgensen,Experimental Procedures
1981) to 8 A˚ beyond any EcoRI-DNA complex atoms (16,375 water
molecules total). (In other independent simulations, we used 5 orEnzyme Purification and Characterization
2 A˚ water boxes and saw no significant differences in final atomEcoRI endonuclease was prepared and characterized as described
positions.) An explicit salt concentration of 0.22 M was defined (131previously (Jen-Jacobson et al., 1983). The protein was assessed
Na and 131 Cl) for a periodic box measuring 105 A˚  107 A˚ to be greater than 99.7% homogeneous.
88 A˚, and 24 additional Na ions were added for electroneutrality.General Design of Oligonucleotide Substrates
The effective concentration of the EcoRI-DNA complex within theAll experiments used synthetic duplex 24 nt oligonucleotides that
periodic box is approximately 1.7 mM (calculated by volume). Posi-carry the recognition site GAATTC off-center so that cleavage in
tions of the added salt and water atoms were refined through aeach of the DNA strands produces distinguishable products. Stereo-
second round of energy minimization, and successive rounds ofspecific phosphorothioate and methylphosphonate substitutions
molecular dynamics to equilibrate for T and V. Water density equili-were placed in these oligonucleotides by methods described below.
brated at 0.88g/cc.One-strand and two-strand substitutions were made so that effects
A Mg2 ion was inserted at each active site (see below)—thison protein binding and cleavage could be interpreted without unjus-
represents the start of the simulation (t  0). A 1000 step all atomtifiable assumptions about energetic additivity.
minimization was run prior to a 50 ps simulated annealing (tempera-Optimization of Sequence Context
ture ramped from 298K to 1000K to 298K at constant pressure withIn order to be able to detect a wide range of perturbations of equilib-
isotropic scaling used to define atom positions). SHAKE was usedrium binding and catalytic rates with high sensitivity and accuracy,
to restrain all bonds involving hydrogens (tolerance 0.0001A˚), andwe made all phosphate backbone substitutions in the same parent
an Ewald cutoff of 8 A˚ was assigned. At this point, a molecularconstruct d(GGCGGGTGCGAATTCGCGGGCG). This context was
dynamics production run was initiated at the Pittsburgh Supercom-selected by the following criteria: (1) highest equilibrium binding
puter Center on the terascale computing system Lemieux. This finalaffinity and kinetic stability of EcoRI complexes; (2) ease of separa-
simulation phase was isothermal (300K) and isobaric, and SHAKEtion of substrate strands for subsequent cleavage analyses; (3) for-
was again used to restrain bonds involving hydrogens. The tempera-mation of only heteroduplexes; and (4) efficient, equal end-labeling
ture bath coupling method of Berendson et al. (1984) was usedof both strands of the duplex. The EcoRI complexes formed with
throughout. During the total simulation time of 1 ns, 100 ps molecularthis canonical sequence are 500-fold more stable than those with
the worst flanking DNA context (Jen-Jacobson, 1997). dynamics simulations were alternated with 1000 cycle energy mini-
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mization steps allowing us to reassign initial velocities 8 times during Connolly, B.A., Eckstein, F., and Pingoud, A. (1984). The stereo-
chemical course of the restriction endonuclease EcoRI- catalyzedthe simulation.
Initially, a Mg2 ion was placed at each active site using the posi- reaction. J. Biol. Chem. 259, 10760–10763.
tion of the Mn2 ion from the 1QPS structure. Varying the starting Cornell, W.D., Cieplak, P., Bayly, C.I., Gould, I.R., Merz, K.M., Jr.,
position of the Mg2 ion by 1.4 A˚ in any direction did not significantly Ferguson, D.M., Spellmeyer, D.C., Caldwell, J.W., and Kollman, P.A.
affect the final positions of the Mg2 ions, protein and DNA groups, (1995). A second generation force field for the simulation of proteins,
or active-site water molecules, but did affect the times required for nucleic acids, and organic molecules. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 117, 5179–
the trajectories to stabilize. In an independent 1 ns simulation using 5197.
a starting Mg2 position from the endpoint of the first 1 ns run, the
Deibert, M., Grazulis, S., Janulaitis, A., Siksnys, V., and Huber, R.Mg2 coordination distances stabilized within 4 ps, followed by
(1999). Crystal structure of Mun I restriction endonuclease in com-slower adjustments of the active site atoms to attain after 100 ps
plex with cognate DNA at 1.7 A resolution. EMBO J. 18, 5805–5816.a stable root-mean-squared deviation (rmsd) value of approximately
Dertinger, D., and Uhlenbeck, O.C. (2001). Evaluation of methylphos-1.2 A˚ (relative to the starting refined 1CKQ with hydrogens added
phonates as analogs for detecting phosphate contacts in RNA-and minimized). The backbone atoms over the entire complex at-
protein complexes. RNA 7, 622–631.tained a constant rmsd of 1.2 A˚ by 100 ps. We also sampled the
EcoRI-DNA-Mg2 complex at 468 ps, removed all crystallographic Engler, L.E., Welch, K.K., and Jen-Jacobson, L. (1997). Specific
water molecules as well as all other waters associated with the binding by EcoRV endonuclease to its DNA recognition site GAT
protein-DNA interface, and performed a 15 ps simulated annealing, ATC. J. Mol. Biol. 269, 82–101.
followed by alternating 100 ps molecular dynamics simulations and
Engler, L.E., Sapienza, P., Dorner, L.F., Kucera, R., Schildkraut, I.,1000 step energy minimizations for an additional 1 ns of simulation
and Jen-Jacobson, L. (2001). The energetics of the interaction oftime. In addition, we ran a control simulation with a 2 A˚ water box
BamHI endonuclease with its recognition site GGATCC. J. Mol. Biol.but without Mg2—this was used to generate Figure 1C.
307, 619–636.
Ferrin, T.E., Huang, C.C., Jarvis, L.E., and Langridge, R. (1988). TheFigure Preparation
MIDAS display system. J. Mol. Graph. 6, 13–27.Figure 1A was generated using VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996); Figures
1B, 1C, 1D, 3, 4, and 5 were generated using MidasPlus (Ferrin et Frey, P.A., and Sammons, R.D. (1985). Bond order and charge local-
al., 1988). ization in nucleoside phosphorothioates. Science 228, 541–545.
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